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The Star Glab: Is this fiction 

 

The Death Project for The Fictional VolunTier Project 

by Goura Fotadar 

on 82717 

theme: scuse, if there are typos the public computer flares orange in its time zone.  

Theme music citation: glass animals, black mambo 

tag[s]: while you’re short on public computer time because all those “pregnant” bitches need to pretend 

that they are also in the cited: C.I.A. attitude and that’s why they have that attitude; uh?, fiction building, 

fashion for deployment activity, recognition of cues; how to get everything across in lingo: 

communication of combat [no, this is not a conversation, you can have one after comprehension], 

religion, cited: The Death Project, combat pop notes, political combat 

I didn’t have the time to type up this cited: asics thing; and that’s not the pun of the wheel in how I 

mean cited: asics; 
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I’ve realized “the obvious” which is what that want; you is; is rather the festering of how you cannot 

perform in those things; are absolutely cited: tide. Tied to the deployment life; you might wonder that 

those in advanced militia life; disguised from all of society; until finally seen; 

For example: under false arrest by false cops; called on you on repetition because why [only to have 

your highest militia title announced over-the-phone by them in your uh “arrest”]? Well you’re deployed 

in the circumstances of regular society, and compared to advanced militia their i.q. well just isn’t. For 

example, their conception of wealth is laugh-able. What I’m finding out and this almost sounds like it 

should go into the depth of an addition to cited: The Four Interviews; and what they obviously 

pronounce; is their belief that is for sure that you can’t afford you own house anymore because your 

work just doesn’t deserve to get paid in a form of wealth that housing accepts,  

{Like they own housing spaces and spacing and space buildings  and spaces; who does? Well a good 

guess, would be uh, me. Their titles make me laugh. When you have a title it has to go on the side of 

Above Ownership [yup like fiction]; or else it doesn’t count; it’s a joke to laugh about. And as a hint: 

even actual thoughts make you uh wealth somewhere in the world and universe it appears. Blink 

Thought and your wealth is produced.} 

As a result, they are convinced that you are a drug addict, a non-reforming criminal on the-run, 

 dead ad: living dead?,  

mentally ill, and inescapable-ly suicidal, and if not that un-functionally mentally retarded … 

[and what if you actually are in one of these categories or more than one?] 

How else might one have / be(come) homeless?  

And how are the bills really getting paid. {they will say, they don’t the higher bills don’t get paid, the 

news says we’re always in debt. Uh, … How do you really understand what is being said in this place of 

Right Now: Injustice, } 

Sometimes I want to laugh at their aptitude and a lot of times I know I can just call an execution and fire 

in; somewhere over the cited: rainbow. But they then start to hallucinate that they really are the cops 

and fire marshals, even donning uniforms and guns; ha ha, how would you know the difference between 

militia and what poses as militia, … ha ha and even recently their hallucinations have included that they 

are in the c.i.a. They even use my first name, and that’s funny.   

Can you imagine who would be named such [first, last]. Outside of false royalty; what do we really get 

royaliz-ed as; if for example … you  

[were born a cited: C.I.A. operandi/operative or its actual ilk wouldn’t you be the real form of royalty 

and not some bitch cheerleading at the high school next door ha ha traditional parental love they’re 

convinced that my dad didn’t love me because of this and I even have hoax parent names on my legal 

birth certificate that I carry around Of course me and the actual parent look almost exactly alike and he’s 
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often in uniform ha ha ha theme: wah! Your dad didn’t love you that’s why you were a cited: C.I. A. 

operandi and now you’re dead [but I’m not] and so you deserve to be homeless; their aptitude if you 

can call it that asserts that this is why folks become homeless; they don’t actually understand unjust 

misery and also they don’t understand unjust persecution toward others they believe they created what 

happens ha ha sometimes that turns into a confession that we can persecute in an actual justice system 

not tainted by their pornographic dreams of non-welfare what they could do with all of that assistance 

ha ha ]   

are and they are; are they actually as review on that many clouds above you;  

and how come they are in the homeless population [cloud who]. 

Well? Have you spent many years persecuting the homeless, pretending to be homeless yourself [Duh: 

deployment as approved by? doesn’t count as that form of pretense]  and draining all [of] their 

resources; have you seen the lines in shelters; I mean it’s not as if the whole country is homeless; 

perhaps we should try that; and fire all “staff” that I haven’t myself hired {I’m still not that old yet; we 

could hope I reach 45 one day soon still a wee bit off}. We’ll see how you feel, when they tell you you 

have to do a job and for [as in referring to] the actual homeless [live a lifestyle] wear where [catch it] 

you can’t wear these:  [get it, can the homeless actual wear these; why not says basic fashion combat 

procreation/comprehension] {& how basic} 

Why?? 

 


